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Abstract
The paper describes the air traffic simulation system designed to facilitate

ATC (air traffic control) and ATFM (air traffic flow management) support pro-
cedures research. The purpose of the system is to provide a complete research
cycle framework to test and optimize ATC support tools that handle inbound
and outbound aircraft at airports. The system’s architecture, implementation
details as well as rich simulation results visualization are discussed.

1 Introduction

In this article we aim to describe the airport airspace air traffic simulation system that
simulate aircraft arriving to and departing from a given airport. The purpose of the
system is to facilitate research aimed at supporting arrival and departure control tools
and procedures that handle inbound and outbound flight sequences respectively. The
system is designed to work seamlessly with Arrival Manager (AMAN) and Departure
Manager (DMAN), the ATFM and ATC tools that aid air traffic controllers at airports.
Thereby these tools can be tested and optimized to ensure airport capacity is used effi-
ciently, while flight safety is maintained. The simulation system under development is
to provide for a complete research cycle: prior basic data preparation, simulation sce-
nario composition, simulation per se, post-simulation analysis, documenting and results
storage. The software system is being developed by Elina-Computer Ltd. in compli-
ance with the specifications and requirements provided by State Research Institute of
Aviation Systems developing AMAN and DMAN prototypes.

2 System Architecture

As can be seen in Figure 1, the simulation system is a data-oriented composition
simulation application comprised of the following five subsystems:

• ANI Manipulation & Representation Subsystem automates creation, storage and
editing of Airport Airspace ANI Data, storage of real airriving and departing
aircraft flows as well as generation and storage of research random aircraft flows;

• Simulation Scenario Subsystem enables a researcher to select a target airport and
corresponding ANI, specify simulation time and control parameters (separation
standards, flight delay costs for arriving and departing aircraft, control time
horizon), specify a research aircraft flow;



• Dynamic Simulation Subsystem generates a GPSS model based on a given simu-
lation scenario,controls the simulation process (starts, pauses, stops), logs online
data defining an up-to-date aircraft flow status, adjusts a flight route of a par-
ticular aircraft to comply with the control commands generated by AMAN and
DMAN;

• Online Visualization Subsystem displays ANI, dynamically visualizes aircraft and
corresponding data tags that contain flight id, current altitude, current route
segment, graphically indicates different flight statuses (position relative to the
control horizon, separation violations, issued control commands), computes and
displays some efficiency indices of the controlled flight process flow on-the-fly;

• Offline Visualization Subsystem carries out post-simulation computation and dis-
play of the efficiency indices, shows animation of the simulation process, calculates
statistical characteristics, archives the simulation process.

Figure 1: System Architecture (ANI&FD - aeronautical information and flight data,
DDB - distributed database)

In addition the simulation system communicates with two databases. Oracle Dis-
tributed DB contains aeronautical information (airports, runways, airspace points,
airspace segments, departure and approach routes), research arriving and departing
aircraft flow library, as well as live flight data pertaining to the online simulation. Live
data represent both initial four-dimensional (4D) aircraft routes according to the flight
plan (fixes and flyover times) and commands generated by the control tools (AMAN
and DMAN) that may include alternate 4D aircraft routes as well as time delays



(holding patterns). Before the simulation is started, a specified simulation scenario is
loaded into the Oracle DDB from the local Microsoft SQL Server Compact DB. Local
DB contains simulation project data including project scenario as well as simulation
results.

3 Implementation Details

Being the core of the system, Dynamic Simulation Subsystem starts and controls the
simulation process, receives on-the-fly data from the simulation engine and transmits
it to the Online Visualization Subsystem. But most importantly it synchronizes the
system with the external control tools that are not part of the system. Synchroniza-
tion is determined not only by performance of the simulation system and the control
tools but also by the human factor as both AMAN and DMAN involve an operator
(controller) to finally approve the decision made by these tools. Figure 2 clarifies this
issue. In terms of the flight time simulation lasted 24 hours from September 1 at 13:00.

Figure 2: Flight, Simulated and True Time

Effectively it lasted exactly two hours from October 21 at 9:15. Therefore time ratio
is 12 in this instance as one true time unit is equal to 12 flight time units.

tflight = tsim ×Rtime + Tini,

ttrue = tsim + tini,

where Rtime - time ratio, tini - initial true time, Tini - initial flight time.

Another major challenge was to implement 2D online and offline visualization of the
controlled flight simulation process. To address it we employed a promising new tech-
nology - Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) from Microsoft .NET Framework
4.0 that is based upon DirectX. WPF Air Traffic Animation Concepts have been pro-
posed that enable to play the animation as a film (stop, pause, rewind etc.). We also
took benefit of WPF technology to build an intuitive and customizable user interface.



Figure 3: Simulation Results Representation - Aircraft Situation Display

4 Simulation Results

Figure 3 shows simulation results as presented by the online visualization subsystem.
You can see a real aircraft flow (based on actual flight plan data) arriving at Vnukovo
International Airport, Moscow (UUWW) on April 21, 2009. It displays all pieces
of aeronautical information, dynamically update aircraft positions and their status,
draws time graphs of efficiency indices. Map manipulation (zoom in, zoom out, layer
control etc.) as well as simulation process control is available through the interface.
Control efficiency indices are calculated, such as number of aircraft landed and taken
off, number of violations, total control costs, total delay time, number of aircraft entered
the holding, number of route changes etc.

5 Conclusion

The air traffic simulation system we are developing makes it possible for a researcher
to test and optimize various ATFM and ATC support tools by providing a complete
research cycle framework. By analyzing online and offline animation and aslo efficiency
indices a researcher makes a conclusion of control algorithms implemented in AMAN
and DMAN as well as of efficiency of airspace organisation. Now we are continuing our
efforts to further develop the system, namely to enhance aircraft route representation
(make it more detailed and accurate) and to implement 3D animation of the simulation
process.


